In 2013 the Lawyers’ Secular Society and One Law For All ran a joint essay-writing competition for students called “Sharia: What’s Going On?” This is the winning essay. The author received a prize of £300.

**Sharia Law: No Place in Europe**

Sharia law, due to its increased presence in Europe, is staking its claim to become the main social, political and legal challenge of the 21st century. A distorted idea of multiculturalism and a culture of political correctness among politicians, academia and journalists go hand in hand to exacerbate the sharia problem in Europe. The understanding that sharia law discriminates against women is not rocket science. Likewise, the more sharia the more the rule of law suffers. Children’s welfare under sharia does not meet European human rights standards either. Furthermore, the operation of sharia is creating parallel legal systems in Europe. This is happening in two ways: on the private level, through rulings delivered by sharia courts or their equivalent and, on the public level, through the encroachment of Islamic law on national legal systems. In this paper, I will explore the way in which sharia is undermining the rule of law, collides with gender equality and diminishes child welfare in those two settings with the help of “New Multiculturalism”. In order to do so, this essay is divided into two sections. The first section will focus on the private level. I shall argue how these issues are present within the two different ways that sharia
courts are functioning in Europe. From being officially set up in Britain (Muslim Arbitration Tribunals where decisions are binding) to acting as a “mediation” system in Germany and sharia-based “counselling” or “dispute resolution” in the Netherlands. The second section is concerned with the public level. I shall explore how the encroachment of sharia law within the legal systems in Germany, Spain, the Netherlands and Italy is having the same negative effects as sharia courts on gender equality, child welfare and the rule of law.

**Sharia courts and the rule of law**

One of the main concerns about the proliferation of sharia courts in Europe is the creation of a parallel legal system for Muslims and its undermining effects on the rule of law. This is the result of two contravening concepts, namely New Multiculturalism and the rule of law, playing in Europe. On one hand, New Multiculturalism is a trend of multiculturalism which is more concerned with jurisdictional differentiation than the classic multicultural symbolic integration.\(^1\) On the other hand, the rule of law has to do with the characteristics that a legal system must possess in order to be an effective system of laws. Among them is that laws must be general, public, stable, impartially applied and enforced.\(^2\) The questions to ask then are whether the sharia-based tribunals, mediation, counselling and dispute resolution that are functioning in some European countries are actually infringing the rule of law. And whether the rule of law and the New
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Multiculturalism can be harmonized or are mutually exclusive. The rule of law is not only a requirement for being part of the European Union but it is also a cornerstone of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). This is illustrated in the Turkish case of Refah. The Refah party in Turkey proposed a plurality of legal systems and the European Court concluded that an Islamic-based system is incompatible with the European Convention on Human Rights. One of the reasons given for its conclusion is that the State would lose its role as guarantor of individual rights and freedoms since individuals will be obliged to adhere to rules imposed by sharia law. The real problem in the majority of European countries (apart from Belgium where the Islam Party has won two seats) is not a political party aiming to impose sharia law, but something even worse: politicians, both in power and prominent offices, neglecting to acknowledge the fact that indeed sharia-based systems are not complying or adhering to the rule of law and thus creating a parallel legal system. For instance, David Cameron in a 2008 speech acknowledged the danger of two legal systems working side by side and then stated that “all citizens are equal before the law”. David Cameron’s claim referred to an official embracement of sharia law and is in line with the judgement of the European Court in Refah. However, in practice, sharia courts dealing with matters of public law through to the abuse of women are in operation in Britain and have recently been publicly unveiled by the BBC’s Panorama, while Mr. Cameron turns a blind eye. Dicey’s second tenant on the rule of law “No man is above the law, and
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everyone is equal before the law”\(^8\) has become empty in Cameron’s mouth in the guise of political correctness. The same is happening in Germany with Angela Merkel. In 2010 she made it clear that Muslims must obey the law and not sharia, but the functioning of sharia-based mediation in Germany does not reflect her words.\(^9\) Joachim Wagner, a German legal expert, argues that Islamic sharia law is undermining the rule of law in Germany because the Muslim mediators are settling criminal cases without the involvement of German prosecutors. The application of sharia law to criminal cases leads to perpetrators escaping long prison sentences while paying the victims large sums in compensation. In return, the victims must make sure that their testimony in German courts does not lead to a conviction.\(^10\) This practice shows the inadequacy of the “Islamic mediators” for the rule of law in Germany since criminal law is an exclusive competence of the state.\(^11\) The Islamic expert Matias Rohe argued in his article “Sharia in Europe - Perspectives of Segregation, Assimilation or Integration for Muslims in Europe” that “it has to be made clear in advance that European standards on Human Rights, democracy and the rule of law are untouchable without any restriction”.\(^12\) Bearing these concerns in mind, a research study “Sharia in the Netherlands” investigated whether sharia-based counselling and dispute resolution were functioning as sharia-based courts and concluded that they were not.\(^13\) Conversely, the feminist writer Nahed Selim has
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argued that even though sharia law is not applied in “sharia courts”, mosques in the Netherlands are implementing sharia rules of marriage, divorce, inheritance, child custody and parental authority, among others. Sharia law legitimizes the assignment of the legal custody of a child to the father after the age of seven. In a case concerning this matter in the UK, Lebanon, the House of Lords stated that sharia law on child custody was incompatible with the Convention. The Lords decided that it violates Art 8, right to family life, stating “The mutual enjoyment by parent and child of each other’s company is a fundamental element of family life” and Art 14, prohibition on discrimination. Lord Bingham points out that “it is discriminatory too because it denies women custody of their children after they have reached the age of custody simply because they are women”. Sharia tribunals have proven to be failing in the UK, the same as Islamic mediation in Germany and sharia-based counselling and dispute resolution in the Netherlands. They are undermining the rule of law by not adhering to the national law and violating the Convention as it was declared in Refah. So it goes without saying that no country in Europe will legitimise any ruling from a sharia court or equivalent involving matters that run against the Convention. Logically, then, in national cases involving individuals from a different cultural background the law of the land should be applied without exception. However, in some European legal systems, such exceptions are becoming the rule and this will be explored in the next section.
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Sharia Law encroachment

Germany

Sharia courts are only part of the problem. A growing encroachment of sharia law in certain European legal systems, like Germany, is another influencing factor for a two-tier system. It seems that a distorted idea of multiculturalism (New Multiculturalism) has now broken into German jurisprudence. In 2007, a judge was removed from a case for quoting a verse of the Quran that permits men to hit their wives. In support of her decision to deny the woman a divorce, the judge explained that the couple was from a “Moroccan cultural environment in which it is not uncommon for a man to exert a right of corporal punishment over his wife”\(^ {17} \). Despite the 2007 case, in June this year the court of appeal in Hamm decided that sharia law will apply in the German courts to those who marry under sharia law in a Muslim country and decide to seek divorce in Germany.\(^ {18} \) The New Multiculturalism advocates would happily support the judge’s decision. But from the evidence above, allowing sharia within a national legal system is not only against the Convention but can have the same outcome as seen in Britain, Germany and the Netherlands, where sharia was initially permitted in dealings of certain private matters in compliance with the legal system but its scope was subsequently extended to matters that were the exclusive business of the state. The same could happen here: allowing the encroachment of certain sharia rules may have no end. An old Chinese proverb says “A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step”\(^ {19} \).


\(^ {19} \) Lao-Tzu, *Tao Te Ching*, 6th Century BC
Therefore, the only idea of multiculturalism that should be given room in Europe is one where in a multicultural liberal society people are free to enjoy their cultural and religious identity in the private domain whilst acting as citizens in the public one.\textsuperscript{20} Above this, the imperative concept of “one law for all” or, in Lord Kalms’ words “the greatest achievements not only for our country but for humankind”\textsuperscript{21} could be replaced by a disparate set of laws that allow for the betrayal of women and children alike.

**Spain**

Spain is another example of a European country officially embracing Islamic law within the national jurisprudence. The Spanish government has amended Spain’s Law Concerning International Adoption in a way that will oblige Spanish parents to comply with the Islamic form of guardianship called *Kafala* until their children become adults. Moroccan children adopted by Spanish nationals will be educated as Muslims regardless of their parents’ religions.\textsuperscript{22} Art 9.1 of the Convention states “*Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief and freedom, either alone or in community with others*” and Art 9.2 states “*Freedom to manifest one’s religion or beliefs shall be subject only to such limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of public safety, for the protection of public order, health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others*”.\textsuperscript{23} The reasons given by the Spanish Justice Minister, Alberto Ruiz-Gallardón, for the introduction of the *Kafala* are to
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prevent Spanish adoptive parents having to comply with conditions imposed by Morocco: convert to Islam or reside in Morocco for some years in order to be considered for adoption. He also added “humanitarian” motives but what really seems to be the case is that he succumbed to Moroccan pressure to implement the *Kafala* within Spanish jurisprudence.  

However, Ruiz-Gallardón’s reasons do not comply with what Art 9.2 considers as prescribed by law and necessary in a democratic society for the restriction of Art 9.1 Freedom of Religion of the Moroccan adopted children. On the other hand, it could also be argued that this legal change in the Spanish jurisprudence runs against Art 3 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), namely the best interests of the child. The best interests of children are not given primary consideration here. As the famous psychologist Albert Bandura has written, parents are very influential for children who tend to imitate observed behaviours, values, beliefs and attitudes. This natural learning process will be curtailed if the children are not allowed to follow their parents’ beliefs and values if they so wish.

**Netherlands**

The New Multiculturalism has also hijacked the public sphere in the Netherlands where a parallel legal system is in place since there are some rules that apply to Muslims and others to non-Muslims. The research study “*Sharia in the Netherlands*” claimed that the Dutch legal system does not contain administration of justice based on sharia. Probably, what it meant was that there is not any official law explicitly mentioning the word sharia.
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Sadet Karabulut, a Dutch MP, stated “Islam often places women in an inferior position...Men are allowed to be polygamous and that is against the Dutch law”. However, polygamy is part of sharia law legitimised by the Quran and the Sunna and is being allowed in the Dutch cities of Rotterdam and Amsterdam for Muslims that contract polygamous marriage in countries where it is allowed. This practice puts gender equality at stake. Under sharia law only men are allowed to contract polygamous marriages. It follows that the majority of Islamic states have voiced numerous reservations relating to rules of Islamic family law, including polygamy, to the Convention on the Elimination of All forms of Discrimination against Women 1979. It is therefore surprising that this practice has been legalised in the Netherlands, a country that makes continuous efforts to achieve gender equality, for instance, in sectors like the labour market where the female labour force has gone from 22 per cent in 1960 to 65 per cent in 2007. However, it could be argued that in terms of ethnic minorities i.e. Muslim women, the Netherlands is now more pro-sharia and less pro-gender equality than the Arab state Tunisia where polygamy has been prohibited since 1956.
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**Italy**

Discrimination against women comes in many shapes and forms under sharia law. Muslim women are not allowed to marry a non-Muslim man while Muslim men are free to marry a non-Muslim woman.\(^{34}\) This Islamic rule violates the Convention. Art 14 states that “*the enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in this Convention shall be secured without discrimination on any ground such as sex ...*”\(^{35}\) Nevertheless, it has become part of the Italian jurisprudence. Under Italian marriage rules, a woman from Algeria or Egypt, for example, must obtain her embassy’s consent in order to be able to marry a non-Muslim in Italy. Consent is unlikely unless the would-be husband converts to Islam.\(^{36}\) This rule in turn comes into question under Art 12\(^{37}\), the right to marry and found a family. What is the difference then between applying this rule and legalising forced marriage? Forced marriage is about losing the freedom to choose the person you want to marry. Women are obliged to marry a man that has been chosen usually by her parents or relatives.\(^{38}\) This is a practice that is legally forbidden in countries like the United Kingdom, Norway, Denmark, Germany, Austria, Malta, Belgium and Cyprus.\(^{39}\) Italy has not taken measures to tackle this issue and, therefore, the current state of affairs is not surprising. Requiring women from Muslim countries to get the embassy’s permission is not equivalent by any means to forcing them into an undesired marriage but it is a likely by-product if the woman does not get the embassy’s permission she
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desires. She may find herself having to choose between being alone or marrying a Muslim man, in order to comply with State’s requirement. Similar to forced marriage, where parents decide their daughter’s marital fate, the Italian state’s obstruction of the freedom of women from Muslim countries to marry is also deciding women’s marital fates. The encroachment of this marital rule is a clear example of how a multicultural accommodation policy can violate rights of individuals, namely women.

**Conclusion**

In the first section of this paper I argued that the neglectful attitude and political correctness of politicians such as David Cameron and Angela Merkel are allowing the Muslim Arbitration Tribunals and Islamic mediators to ignore the law of the land and apply sharia law. In the Netherlands, a report on sharia concluded that there were no sharia-based courts operating while it was well known by that time that mosques were delivering rulings in matters that should be the exclusive business of the state. Sharia tribunals, mediation and counselling are acting against the Convention as stipulated in *Refah*. This practice is detrimental to women, children and victims of criminal activity alike as well as undermining the rule of law. In the second section, I argued that allowing sharia law within the German legal system could have the same expansionist effect as the acceptance of the Islamic mediators in the Netherlands. Therefore, the idea of multiculturalism should be confined to the private sphere and kept away from the public one. I have also demonstrated that the decision of the Spanish government to encroach the *Kafala* within the Spanish legal system goes against Art 9 of the ECHR (freedom of religion) and Art 3 of the COC (the best interests of the child) by
not allowing children to follow their adoptive parents’ religions. I discussed how the Dutch acceptance of polygamy for Muslims that contracted their marriages elsewhere is not only deliberately allowing a discriminatory practice but is also contradictory to its culture of gender equality, except for when it comes to women from ethnic minorities. I finally argued that Italy’s marital rule for women from Muslim countries is against Art 14 and Art 12 of the Convention. This law only applies to women and infringes the right to marry. Furthermore, I have claimed that even though not completely the same this law could be comparable with forced marriage since women can easily find themselves in an undesired marriage and certainly find themselves outside of a desired arrangement.
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